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Build to Print
Your Design; Your Brand; Our Quality
As a designer of control system panels, you understand the
importance of quality panel production to your business.
Any production flaws typcially show up during installation
and startup, when it’s most expensive and time consuming
to fix. Some quality problems may impact scheduling or
system performance, both of which reflect badly on your
name and your image, costing you opportunities for repeat
business.
At Revere Control Systems, we understand the impact
quality has on image, which is why we take no short cuts in
production of panels for our systems. And we put that same
philosophy to work when producing panels for other firms.

The main shop floor occupies the majority of our 27,000 square
feet of production area. The remainder contains dedicated testing,
material receiving, fabrication, painting, parts storage, and
shipping.

Many small, low-cost panel shops simply don’t provide the
extra attention to quality that we do. Some examples of the
extra care we take are as follows:

Needed Certifications

• No cutting corners on component specs; we fully comply with all specifications.
• We file and paint the inside of all panel taps to eliminate corrosion that could impact long-term integrity of
the metal.

We are a UL-certified 508A, 698A, and 698B panel shop.
This allows us to provide explosion-proof, purged/pressurized, and nonincendive control panels for a variety of
hazardous locations We’re also CSA certified. Many small
panel builders are unable to provide you with these critical
certifications.

• All systems receive point-to-point testing before we ever
apply power to the system.
• A check-off sheet shipped with each panel shows that
all tasks were performed and identifies the responsible
individuals.
• All panels carry the CSIA (Control System Integrators
Association) Certification label, assuring you that we
follow the CSIA best practices in all aspects of our business.
• Automated, smear-proof terminal labeling makes it
much easier to work with panels in the field when making changes or additions.

Monitors tied into our internal scheduling system show the shop
personnel each project and its due date.

Extra Value
In addition to the quality we provide, there are numerous
extras available to our build-to-print customers:
• Our in-house paint shop lets us provide you with
custom panel colors.
• Our computer-controlled engraving system is
available to do custom logo name plates, and
labeling.
• Our CNC enclosure work station provides absolute
precision that assures consistency when producing
multiple like panels, while yielding cost savings for
our customers.
• We can do aluminum silkscreening for control panels.
• Our Web-based extranet (REX) gives customers
access to all project data, including shipping
schedules, panel photos, and PLC programming,
supporting long-term maintainability.

Custom colors can be applied to panels in our fully
equipped paint shop

• If desired, we can do fiber optic interface and network
validation for your panels.
• We test power up to 15 hp, 575 V, 3-phase.
• As strong believers in the power of simulation testing to reduce startup time and costs, we make, as
an optional service, our dedicated, air conditioned
test facility available to build-to-print customers to
perform their own simulation testing.
• With 27,000 square feet of production and testing
space, we’re able to handle very large projects.

Computerized cutting, punching, and tapping of panel
enclosures provides precision, cost savings, and waste
reduction, while supporting high volume panel production.

With all these extras, and the considerable quality we provide, you might think our pricing is out of sight. You’d be
wrong. Our large volume component discounts, efficient
production processes, and low energy costs combine to
allow us to offer very competitive prices. Why would you
pay about the same and get so much less with a “lowcost” panel shop?
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Great care is taken by
our shipping department to assure that
panels are protected
from external and
internal damage during shipment. This
includes full crating of
all items shipping via
motor freight carriers.
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